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The list of commands available at a command prompt in Windows 7 is similar to Windows Vista. Provides a brief description of some commonly used commands and functions. The command prompt that was in an earlier version of Windows is still with us and many changes Are Front Windows Vista. The command line remains a powerful
and highly used feature anywhere by system administrators. Therefore, the previous command interpreter cmd.exe continued in a slightly newer version. There are now multiple commands in the standard list that were only used by the server. A new command with an asterisk in the list below. Some commands may require administrator
privileges. Several commands related to special system or network management have been omitted. The commands given below are widely used, but Microsoft has moved the company emphasis to a new command shell called Powershell, described on another page. This new command shell is included with Windows 7. ASSOC
displays or modifies file extension connections. ATTRIB displays or changes file properties. Break sets or extended CTRL+C checks can be passed. BCDBOOT* Used to copy important files to the system partition and create a new system BCD storage. Control boot load by setting properties for the BCDEDIT boot database. CACLS
displays or modifies the file's access control list (ACL). A call calls one batch program from another batch program. The CD displays or changes the current directory name. CHCP displays or sets the active code page number. CHDIR displays or changes the current directory name. CHKDSK checks the disk and displays a status report.
CHKNTFS displays or modifies disk checks at boot time. A CHOICE batch file command that users can select from a set of options. CIPHER displays or changes the encryption of directory Files in the NTFS partition. CLIP redirects the output of other commands to the Windows clipboard. CLS will get away with the screen. CMD starts a
new instance of the Windows command interpreter. CMDKEY generates, lists, and deletes stored user names and passwords or credentials. COLOR set the default console foreground and background colors. COMP compares the contents of two files or sets of files by bytes, or changes file compression in the NTFS partition. Converts fat
volumes to NTFS. The current drive could not be converted. Copy copies one or more files to another location. DATE displays or sets the date. DEFRAG disc defragmentation accessory. DEL deletes one or more files. DIR displays a list of files and subdirect directories in the directory. DISKCOMP compares the contents of two floppy
disks. DISKCOPY COPIES THE CONTENTS OF THE FLOPPY DISK TO ANOTHER FLOPPY DISK. DISKPART displays or defines disk partition properties. A separte command interpreter with a subset of commands. DOSKEY Edit command line, recall Create and create macros. DRIVERQUERY DISPLAYS THE CURRENT DEVICE
DRIVER STATUS AND PROPERTIES. ECHO displays a message, or the command turns echo on or off. Clear one or more files to be deleted. Exit and close the command shell. An extension extends one or more compressed files. Fc compares two files or sets of files and displays the differences between them. You can search for and
find a text string in a file or file. Retrieves a string from the FINDSTR file. Run the specified command for each item in the FOR set. FORFILES Select the files in the folder for general processing. The format formats the disks that Windows will use. FSUTIL displays or defines file system properties. FTYPE displays or modifies the file types
used to link file extensions. GOTO directs the Windows command interpreter to a labeled line in the batch program. GPRESULT displays Group Policy information for the machine or user. GRAFTABL allows Windows to display extended characters that are set to graphics mode. Help Provides help information about Windows commands.
Display, modify, back up, or restore ACLs for ICACLS files and directories (more information here). The IF batch program performs conditional processing. IPCONFIG displays or changes the LABEL, which is currently the value of all TCP/IP network configurations, or deletes the volume label on the disk. MD create a directory. MKDIR
create a directory. MKLINK creates symbol links and hard link mode makes up system devices. You'll see more displays that output one screen at a time. MOVE moves one or more files from one directory to another. OPENFILES displays or disconnects open files or files that are open by network users. Displays or set the search path for
the PATH executable. Pauses processing of pause batch files and displays a message. POPD restores the previous value of the current directory stored by PUSHD. Print a text file. The prompt changes the Windows command prompt. PUSHD saves the current directory and then changes it. RD de-directories. Recovery Recovers
information that can be read from a faulty or defective disk. REM specifys a comment (not to change the name of the file or file) in the batch file REN. Rename the file or file. Replaces file replacement. RMDIR is directory-quessed. The ROBOCOPY Advanced Utility copies a tree of files and directories that display, set, or remove
environment variables for the current session. Start localization of environment changes in the SETLOCAL batch file. SETX set environment variables. SC displays or performs a service (background process). SCHTASKS schedules commands and programs to run on your computer. SHIFT moves the location of replaceable parameters
in the batch file. SHUTDOWN allows for proper local or remote shutdown. Sort Sort Sorts the input. Start To run the specified program or command, start a separate window. SUBST connects the path with the drive letter. Display system information Specific properties and configurations. TAKEOWN allows administrators to take
ownership of files (more information here). TASKLIST DISPLAYS ALL CURRENTLY RUNNING TASKS, INCLUDING SERVICES. Stop a taskkill or a running process or application. Display the time or set the system time. Time out pauses the command processor for a specified number of seconds. For more information, see here. The
title is CMD . EXE set the window title of the session. TREE graphically displays the directory structure of the drive or path. Type Displays the contents of the text file. VER displays the Windows version. Verification tells Windows whether the file was written correctly to disk. VOL Displays the disk volume label and serial number.
VSSADMIN Volume Shadow Copy Service Management Tool displays where the location of the file matches the search pattern. Copy the XCOPY file and directory tree. WMIC displays WMI information inside the interactive command shell. *Return to Windows 7Back for the new August 31, 2020 Top Programmers.Read our quick guide
to the 3-minute basic cmd command. Note: All commands shared in this tutorial apply to Windows 10, Windows 8.1 and Windows 7. 01. Installed driver (driver query) drivers are very important on your PC. Missing important drivers can interfere with your work. Use the Driver Query command to get a complete list of drivers installed on
your PC. Helps you find the missing driver. You can use driver query -v to get more information. 02. Networking Information (ipconfig) ipconfig provides your IP address with your local network. 03. Hardware Information (systeminfo) List You can use system information to get very basic information about your PC's hardware, such as
motherboards, processors, and RAM. 04. Verify that the server can connect (ping) the ping command sends a packet of data to a specific IP address (or domain) on the network, and then knows how long it took to transmit that data and get a response. If you receive a response correctly, the device's connection is working properly if it is
not a specific server, or the online connection is blocking communication between the computer and another server. ping &lt;ip or= domain=&gt; 05. Scan and Repare system files (sfc/scannow) sfc/scannow scan and re-scan windown system files. However, you must run the console as an administrator. 06. Use the Task List task list that
is currently running to get a raisin list of all tasks running on your PC. You can use task list -v to get more details about all your tasks. 07. Change the directory / folder (cd) to move to the top of the directory tree. On this drive, if you need to East Sea to a specific folder, run the Command CD folder. The subfolder must be separated by the
backslash character \. Use a cd. A command is issued to move one folder up. 08. To change the drive from C:to D:, change the drive, and then press Enter. Now D: If you are on a drive and want to move to a Windows folder, click &lt;/ip&gt;C: Drive, you need to enter cd /d C :\windows and press Enter. 09. You can create a new folder
using the mkdir (create directory) command to create a new directory/folder (mkdir). The syntax of these commands is the mkdir folder. Use the dir command to test if it worked. The newly created folder appears in the list. C: If you're working on Drive and want to create a new folder in D: called Google, type mkdir d:\Google, and then
enter Enter. Press 10. Clear Screen (cls) Cancel an existing command from the prompt type cls and use enter. cls Heddi Nabbisen - June 8'19 Yaser Adel Mehravan - May 31'19 Windows Command Prompt is a feature that has been a key part of the Windows operating system for a long time. There are a few CMD commands that are so
useful and easy to use that even the normal user can view Windows command prompts as a key part of the operating system. There are always rumors that it will be phased out at some point, but it is unlikely to happen any time soon. Here are 21 of the best CMD commands you need to know if you want more control over your Windows
PC. 1. ASSOC: Fix File Association One of the most powerful tools in the CMD command library is the ASSOC command. A computer connects a specific file extension with a specific program. This is how you know your computer will open Adobe when you double-click on a PDF file, or Microsoft Word will double-click on a DOC file. In
the command window, you can enter ASSOC to view all file connections that your computer knows. The program associated with the file extension is displayed. You can .doc by typing something like assoc.com=Word.Document.8. 2. FC: File Comparison It is difficult to remember the differences between versions when files change over
time. I don't know that the CMD command gives you the ability to compare files and see all the differences, but that's true. The FC command performs ascii or binary file comparisons and lists all the differences found. Fc /a File1.txt File2.txt compares the two ascii files. Fc /b Photo1.jpg 2.jpg binary comparison on both images. 3.
IPCONFIG: Troubleshooting ip configuration networks is never simple, but one command that makes it much easier is IPCONFIG. Use this command at the CMD command prompt to mask the current IP address subnet, which helps resolve router and other connectivity issues that the default gateway IPCurrent domain may have with the
network adapter using this information. 4. NETSTAT: Network Statistics is concerned that you may have malware running on your computer that connects to an Internet location without knowing about it? If you run the NETSTAT command from a command prompt, you can get a list of active TCP. On your computer. 5. PING: An IT
analyst's best friend sends a test packet, which is a PING command.  When you run this command, you send test packets over the network to the target system. You can use the PING command to test whether your computer can access other computers, servers, or Websites. It can help expose network disconnects. It also provides
milliseconds of transfer time for packets, which results in poor network connectivity. 6. TRACERT: Trace Path TRACERT is a fascinating Windows command to use. You can view the path it takes to get Internet traffic from your browser to a remote system, such as a Google server, and use TRACERT to view it if you're wondering. A
command is a trace path that sends packets to a remote destination (server or website) and provides the number of hops (intermediate servers) before reaching its destination. It also helps you troubleshoot or switch routers on your local network, which can cause problems. 7. POWERCFG: Power configuration How quickly do you get
frustrated as your laptop is running out of power? Power settings can be configured as efficiently as possible. There is a window CMD command called PowerCFG (Power Configuration). Run the command prompt as an administrator and type powercfg to get the full power efficiency report. This process can take up to a minute, but once
you're done, you can check for warnings or errors to help improve the power efficiency of your system. Energy reports.html file to see the details of those errors and warnings. 8. Shutdown: The Computer Off Shutdown command is a very diverse command that shuts down the computer but can control the behavior of that shutdown. After
a patch is applied to a computer system, it is typically used as part of a scheduled job or IT batch operation. If you type shutdown /i at a command prompt, the shutdown starts, but the GUI is turned on, so you can choose whether to restart the user or perform a full shutdown. If you don't want a GUI pop-up, all you have to do is issue an
exit/s command. There is a long list of other parameters that you can use to log off, hibernate, restart, and so on. Just enter exit without arguments to see them all. 9. SYSTEMINFO: System information system information If you need to know the brand of network card you have, processor details, or the exact version of Windows OS,
SYSTEMINFO commands can help. This command gets the most important information about the system and the system. List the information in an easy-to-organize format. 10. SFC: If you are concerned that a system file checker virus or other software could damage your core system files, there is a Windows command to scan those
files and ensure their integrity. You must start the CMD as an administrator (right-click and choose to run as an administrator). Entering SFC /SCANNOW confirms the integrity of all protected system files. If you find a problem, recover the file to a backed-up system file. THE SFC COMMAND CAN ALSO DO YOU: /VERIFYONLY: CHECK
THE INTEGRITY BUT DO NOT RECOVER THE FILE./ SCAN FILE: SCAN THE INTEGRITY OF A PARTICULAR FILE AND FIX IT IF IT IS CORRUPTED./ VERIFYFILE: CHECK THE INTEGRITY OF A PARTICULAR FILE, BUT DO NOT RECOVER IT.. /OFFBOOTDIR: Use to perform repairs in the offline boot directory./OFFWINDIR:
Use to perform repairs in the offline Windows directory./OFFLOGFILE: Specify the path to store log files with scan results. The scan can take up to 10 or 15 minutes, so take your time. 11. Net Use: Map Drive If you want to map a new drive, you can always open File Explorer, right-click this PC, and pass through the Map Network Drive
Wizard. However, the NET USE command allows you to do the same with a single command string. FOR EXAMPLE, IF A COMPUTER ON YOUR NETWORK HAS A SHARED FOLDER CALLED \\OTHER-COMPUTER\SHARE\, TYPE A COMMAND TO TELL YOUR COMPUTER THAT THE DRIVE: \\OTHER-
COMPUTER\SHARE/PERSISTENT:YES PERSISTENT SWITCHES WILL SEND THIS DRIVE BACK TO YOUR COMPUTER EACH TIME YOU LOG IN AGAIN. 12. CHKDSK: If you check the disk while the SFC command only confirms the integrity of the core system file, you can use the CHKDSK command to scan the entire drive.
Command to check C: Recover drive and problem, run the command window as an administrator and enter CHKDSK/f C: This command checks for the following: file fragmentsadding disk error zone command can resolve disk errors if possible. When the command is complete, the scan status and actions performed are displayed. 13.
SCHTASKS: Scheduling Tasks Windows comes with a wizard for creating scheduled tasks. For example, you may have a BAT file stored in C:\temp that you want to run at noon each day. You must configure this task by clicking the Scheduled Tasks Wizard. Alternatively, you can set it by entering a single SCHTASKS command.
SCHTASKS /Generation/SC Hourly /MO 12 /TR Example /TN c:\temp\File1.bat Reserved switches allow arguments such as minutes, hours, daily, and monthly. Then specify the frequency with the /MO command. If you entered the command correctly, an example of a response, success: scheduled task, was successfully generated. 14.
ATTRIB: When you change file properties in Windows, you can change the file properties by right-clicking the file and finding the correct properties that you can change. But instead of hunting for files, You can use the ATTRIB command to set file attributes. For example, if you type ATTRIB +R +H C:\temp\File1.bat file, set File1.bat to a
hidden read-only file. If successful, there is no response, so if you don't see an error message, the command worked. As you can see with other Windows CMD commands, if you know the right commands, there are some powerful and useful things you can do with Windows Command Prompt. Believe it or not, there are more commands
that can give you the ability to do some things you didn't realize by typing simple commands. BITSADMIN: Starts an upload or download operation over a network or the Internet and monitors the current status of that file transfer. Color: Change the background color of the command prompt window.COMP: Compare the contents of the two
files to see the differences. FIND/FINDSTR: Retrieves strings inside the ASCII file. Prompt: Change the command prompt to C:\&gt; Something Else. Title: Change the title of the Command Prompt window. REGEDIT: Edit keys in the Windows registry (use them with caution). ROBOCOPY: A powerful file copy utility built right into
Windows. If you're interested in learning more, Microsoft has the latest version of Windows OS. Provides a complete list of all Windows CMD commands included with the OS.
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